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W hen, on March 25th., Tsvetkovitch, Prime Minister, 
and Tsintsar-Markovitch, Foreign Minister, signed 
the protocol signifying Yugoslavia's adherence to 

the Three-Power Pact, which, besides other advantages, 
guaranteed the country the port of Saloniki and thereby —  
in the event of a favourable conclusion of the war —  free 
access to the Aegean Sea, Yugoslav foreign policy —  in the 
opinion and judgment of all sober-minded Serbian elements 
—  achieved one of its greatest successes. That was not 
the opinion, however, of the revolutionary (“putsch”) 
elements who under the leadership of Air Marshal Shimo- 
vitch were in the pay of foreign Powers and who, on March 
27th., by provoking an upheaval of the constitutional and 
legal order of the country brought about a coup-d'etat pre
pared in secret, seized the power and denounced the treaty 
signed only two days previously, the result being the collapse 
of the State. The conspirators taking action at the instigation 
of Moscow and the Western Powers thies became the grave
diggers of that Yugoslavia which —  despite internal feuds 
and in particular the conflict between Serbs and Croats 
which, though somewhat less acute as a result of the Serbo- 
Croatian agreement (“sporazum”) conluded on August 22th., 
1939, still smouldered beneath the surface —  had appeared 
to be the strongest of all the Balkan States.

The second anniversary of these events of such tragic 
consequences to the whole Serbian people was utilized by 
certain of the political leaders of the Serbs and by the 
Serbian Press for the purpose of once more thoroughly
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enlightening the Serbian nation concerning the coup-d'etat 
and its motives, the events that have occurred since and the 
duties imposed by present conditions, and at the same time 
of warning the nation against listening to the sireen voices 
tempting that nation to serve foreign interests. Below will be 
found excerpts from the statements made —  very remarkable 
from many points of view —  and from the relevant articles 
in the Press: these are given for the information of our 
readers.

On March 27th. General Neditz, Prime Minister, broad
cast an address to the Serbian people in which inter alia he 
made the following declarations: —  “Today the fatal day 
of March has dawned on us for the second time since our 
national catastrophe. Already for two years the danger of 
annihilation has been threatening Serbia. The war was pro
voked against the will of the Serbian people by a compa
ratively small group acting on the orders of Churchill and 
Roosevelt. These men set the whole country ablaze and from 
one day to the other gambled away all that the Serbian 
people had created during two centuries at the cost of 
enormous sacrifices. They then fled the country; but they 
carried off with them their own possessions and the gold 
reserve of the country, leaving the people they had plunged 
into misfortune to its fate.” In the concluding part of his 
broadcast General Neditz summarized in 10 points his 
indictment against the exiled Serbian Government functioning 
in London. He called the actors in the "putsch” of March 27th 
the gravediggers of their country, traitors and enemies of 
the Serbian people. He accused them of having conspired 
against the Serbian people and of having torn to shreds the 
agreement of March 25th., 1941, which would have secured 
the country's independence and the repose of the Serbian 
people, —  of having plunged the country into war with the 
catchword “Bolje rat kao pakt” (Better war than agree
ment) . And two weeks later they had given orders for 
unconditional surrender; and then, through the London radio, 
they had incited the Serbian people to undertake fatal
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adventures. Neditz accused these men, further, of having, 
after June 22nd, 1941, cajoled the Serbian people and of 
having encouraged that people to support the communist 
insurgents and to join that movement, —  of having raised 
to the dignity of a national saint Brasha Mihaylovitch, the 
insurgent leader, —  of having promoted gangsters and rebels 
and loaded them with dignities, —  and of having brought 
about chaos and bloodshed in the country. He accused them 
also of negotiating, at first with Mihaylovitch, then against 
him with the communists, then with the British and the 
Americans and then again with the communists, —  never at 
any time, however, consulting the interests of the Serbian 
people. Peculiarly enormous and unforgivable was the crime 
committed by the Serbian Government functioning in London 
in still fanning the flames of insurrection, without uttering a 
word in defence of the security and repose of the Serbian 
people, while allowing baptized and non-baptized non- 
Serbians, weak-minded officers and “putsch" revolutionaries, 
to broadcast messages to the Serbian people in its name, —  
men who for the titles and the money lavished on them had 
sold the blood of the Serbian people . . .  The people itself 
will pass sentence for all these crimes on the “refugee” 
Government and its accomplices.

In conclusion Premier Neditz expressed the hope that 
the Serbian people would not continue to listen to the 
traitors. He called upon the inhabitants of the country to 
assist those —  viz. the Germans and their allies —  who were 
sacrificing their lives for the defence of Europe against the 
Red Danger; for it would be a sad day for the Serbian 
people —  and for Europe generally —  if they failed to 
overthrow bolshevism. “Those who disturb the domestic 
peace of the Serbian people are guilty of that people’s ruin 
and are serving as its grave-diggers” (Serbian newspapers 
and “Delvideki Magyarsag” , March 27th, 1943: “Reggeli
Ujsag” , March 30th, 1943).

On the same day, March 27th, a mass demonstration was 
held in the assembly hall of the Belgrade Koleratz University
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as a protest against the coup-d’etat of March 27th, 1941. The 
meeting was attended by the Members of the Government, 
with Premier Neditz at their head, by leading personalities 
of Serbian public life and by delegates of the Serbian towns.

A t the meeting M. Dragomir Yovanovitch, Mayor of 
Belgrade, made a speech in which he bitterly reproved the 
authors of the "Putsch" for their work of destruction which 
had brought about the fall of flourishing State and denounced 
the mistaken policy of the period immediately prior to that 
revolution. “Two years have passed since then” —  he said 
—  "and now Belgrade and the whole of Serbia raise their 
voices in protest against the criminal folly of March 27th., 
1941. The events that occurred then were the consequences 
of the anti-national policy pursued ever since the formation 
of the State, in the course of which various international 
elements seized hold of the direction of affairs. Bolshevism 
was propagated by ministers in the home of pseudo
democracy and pseudo-parliamentarism. W e know who were 
responsible for organizing the "putsch", —  who paved the 
way for and stage-managed that act of revolution. Had there 
been only a single man of determined will and iron energy 
prepared to withstand them, the whole criminal undertaking 
would have failed. But there was no such man; for those 
who might have put themselves at the head of a counter
movement had been removed or arrested. The Serbian people 
condemns the "putsch” of March 27th and establishes that 
it was the result of the hellish machinations in particular of 
foreign forces. Today the Serbian people has once more 
found itself; and it will never again allow itself to be 
diverted from the path of sober work. The future of the 
Serbians is inseparably interwoven with that of those nations 
which are now engaged in a struggle against Evil. This war 
will result in the triumphant emergence of a new European 
type and a new European outlook. This new world will not 
however be based upon paper treaties, but on social justice; 
and the place of the Serbian people is with those who are 
fighting for this justice.”
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In the concluding part of his speech the Mayor referred 
also to the constructive work of General Neditz, Prime 
Minister of the country, whom the Serbian people respected 
as its father, for he had saved the nation from destruction. 
( “Delvideki Magyarsag” , March 30th, 1943.)

W e find an interesting description of Yugoslavia's days 
of crisis in the leading article of the March 25th. issue of 
the Belgrade newspaper, "Novo Vreme” (New Times), in 
which the writer endeavours to justify the policy of adhe
rence of the Tsvetkovits Governement. “ Our adherence to 
the Three-Power Pact” —  says the writer —  “was in the 
interest of the Serbian people; and that was also the policy 
of King Alexander, who on February 2nd., 1933, refused 
to accept the proposal made by Benes that Yugoslavia 
should acknowledge the Soviet. His last visit to France also 
served the cause of Franco-German peace; for he had 
desired to persuade the French general staff to abandon 
its preparations against Germany. King Alexander at all 
times pursued an anti-communist policy; and he was well 
aware that only a strong national Germany could serve as 
an effectual barrier against the spred of bolshevism in 
Europe."

It is not our business to decide what is fact and what 
mere guesswork in this article; that will be the work —  
should there be an opportunity to do so —  of objective 
(and primarily of Serbian) history.

In its March 27th. issue the same paper severely 
criticizes the activity of the “refugee” Yugoslav Government 
now functioning in London, which —  seeing it is not backed 
by any one —  is of no significance. A ll this Government 
seems to have to do is to continually re-organize, —  and 
that it will continue to do until the British tire of this 
ridiculous comedy of incapacity and “sack” this “ shadow”- 
Government. The Serbian people have nothing to expect 
from those who at the time of a grave crisis which they 
themselves had provoked fled abroad and are now living 
there on the gold they took with them from the country,
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unceasingly inciting the Serbian people over the radio to 
retire to the mountains and the forests and use those places 
of refuge as bases for clandestine attacks on the occupying 
German troops.

Spalajkovifch Attacks Refugee Yugoslav Government.

On April 6th., the second anniversary of the outbreak 
of the Yugoslav-German war, Dr. Miroslav Spalajkovitch, 
former Serbian Minister in St. Petersburg and after the first 
Great W ar Yugoslav Minister in Paris, broadcast a speech 
of a veritably sensational character in which he pilloried and 
branded as crazy politicians those Serbians who years ago 
plunged Yugoslavia into war and then took to their heels 
in a cowardly manner, becoming the grave-diggers of the 
Serbian nation. "During the past two years” —  said Spa
lajkovitch —  “the Serbian people has suffered much, and 
curses you for that. How long do you intend to continue 
to play the disgraceful role you are now playing in London? 
how long will you continue to drive the Serbians to their 
death? and how long do you propose to intrigue against 
order in Serbia and against the life and the future of the 
Serbian people? . . .  You plunged the country into a whirl
pool: and the responsibility for all its misfortunes rests 
with you, to whom this war is merely —  sport. The only 
thing you care about is your personal security and material 
interests. You keep continuously inciting the Serbian people 
from London and giving that people no peace, thereby 
preventing the healing of its wounds. Since the disaster on 
the Field of Blackbirds (Kossovo: June 28th., 1389) the
Serbian people has never been in so grave and tragical a 
situation as today —  in consequence of your crimes. . .  It 
is a shame and a disgrace that Serbians should have been 
found to make the destiny of the Serb people dependent 
upon Harrisons —  i. e. to sacrifice the Serb people for 
foreign interests. The Yukitz-es, Krnjevitz-es, Shubashifz-es 
and other “ Yugoslavs” have offered a non-existent “Yugoslav"
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people for sale; and these men include in their ranks even 
Serbs, such as, for instance, Tsubilovitz, an ex-minister. The 
list, however, includes the name of a man who will figure 
long in Serbian literature and science, —  that of Slobodan 
Jovanovitz. In his old age he allowed himself to be inveigled 
and to be placed at the head of a most disgraceful and 
bloody adventure. Never has a people gambled away its 
native land more madly than the Serbian people, when two 
years ago it lost Yugoslavia. This was admitted even by 
Jovanovitz, the present head of the “refugee” Yugoslav 
Government now functioning in London, when, as he fled 
after the collapse of the country towards Serajevo, he cried 
—  “How foolishly we gambled away this country!”

Later on in his broadcast Spalajkovitz spoke of the war 
too. In his opinion either Germany will win or else Europe 
will be subjected to the rule of bolshevism. There is no third 
alternative. “Not a single European State” —  he said —  
“can now count on Great Britain; and the peoples of Europe 
are already ranged with Germany, convinced as they are 
that German national socialism is fighting for a European 
order in which there will be no more war.” Spalajkovitz 
declared, further, that Neditz was anxious ta save the 
Serbian people, which it would never again be possible to 
mislead as it had been misled twenty-one and a half years 
ago, when through the fault of the romantically inclined 
Serbian politicians the political and cultural aims of the 
Serbian nation were thrown to the winds and the Serbian 
people was dovetailed into a Yugoslavia which in no respect 
whatsoever encouraged the fulfilment of the peculiar aims 
and national mission of that people. “Yugoslavia” —  said 
the ex-minister in conclusion —  “was from the very outset 
a ramshackle patchwork State; that is why it had to fall to 
pieces so lamentably. And now Milan Grol and his 
associates are singing hymns of praise in glorification of this 
ratten Yugoslavia, which they would fain re-suscitate. Ne
ditz, however, as the head of the Serbian people, will refuse 
to allow the resurrection of that vampire State of which the
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London agitators, “publicans” and henchmen dream so 
much” (“Delvideki Magyarsdg”, April 8th., 1943, and
“Donauzeitung”, April 9th., 1943J.

Remarkable Anti-Bolshevik Article by Spalajkovitz.

A  few days after his April 6th. broadcast Dr. Spalaj
kovitz wrote an article in the Belgrade “Novo Vreme” in 
which he attacked the Soviet. In this article he established 
the fact that Germany’s fight against bolshevism was the 
life-and-death struggle of human culture. A t the same time 
he protested against the action of critics of bad faith in 
suggesting that his broadcast had been meant as a 
compliment to Germany. But he protested also against the 
insinuation that by his anti-Soviet speech he had betrayed 
his russophile past. In this connection he referred to a 
speech made by him in 1921 at a meeting of the League of 
Nations, —  a speech addressed at the time to Lord Robert 
Cecil which today however might just as well be addressed 
to Churchill. In this speech he had declared that “there 
can never be any possibility of an evolution of bolshewism” . 
“I love the Russian people” , he wrote in the concluding 
part of his article: “but to me Stalin, the Jewish people's 
commissaries and the whole bolshevik maffia, are not 
Russians, but barbarians, bastard Eurasian half-castes, and 
the most ruthless enemies of the Russian people” (“Donau
zeitung”, April 14th., 1943, and “Reggeli Ujsag” , April 
15th., 1943J.
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